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ON-CHAIN DATA SHOWS BITCOIN MINERS
ARE HODLING AND ACCUMULATING
by Shaurya Malwa, writing for Crypto Slate
Bitcoin miners are accumulating the asset at the current price range against a
generally bullish backdrop and rising demand for the world’s largest cryptocurrency
by market cap. Data from on-chain analytics platform Glassnode for the ‘Miner Net
Position’ metric – which tracks miner addresses to show inflows/outflows – showed
most miners were net holders of Bitcoin instead of selling the asset outright.

GRAYSCALE PUBLISHES ROADMAP FOR
TURNING ITS PRODUCTS INTO CRYPTO ETFS
release a Bitcoin exchange-traded fund on American asset markets. According
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to the roadmap, two of its funds, GBTC and ETHE, are on the short-list to

by Brian Quarmby, writing

by Andrey Shevchenko, writing for Cointelegraph
After several attempts in previous years, Grayscale has renewed its push to

become proper ETFs. However, the company has not indicated any concrete
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COINBASE IPO SET FOR APRIL 14 VIA
DIRECT LISTING ON NASDAQ
by Kevin Helms, writting for Bitcoin.com
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has greenlighted Coinbase’s

exchange Coinbase, have
revealed how they used
Ethereum’s blockchain to
become lawfully wedded. In
addition to a traditional
Jewish wedding ceremony,
Kacherginsky wrote an
Ethereum smart contract

initial public offering via a direct listing on Nasdaq, the company has confirmed.
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Coinbase’s IPO is set to debut on April 14. Coinbase was valued at about $90
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billion in its final week of trading on Nasdaq’s private market, the news outlet

the form of TBT tokens to

further conveyed.

the couples wallets.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
This week in Unchained
podcast, billionaire investor
Mark Cuban shares his
thoughts on the Ethereum vs.
BTC debate, issues with DeFi,

UAE MINISTER OF ECONOMY: CRYPTO &
TOKENIZATION “KEY” TO DOUBLING GDP
by Andrew Thurman, writting for Cointelegraph
At a panel for the World Economic Forum’s Global Technology Governance
Summit, United Arab Emirates minister of economy Abdulla Bin Touq Al

and how NFTs could change

Marri said that cryptocurrency and asset tokenization will be key to the

content distribution.

country’s plans to double its economy – currently estimated to be the 34th-

Listen to the episode here.

largest in the world – in 10 years.

2,000 MH/S ETH MINER SET TO DROP THIS
SUMMER, FOLLOWING ETHER HASHRATE ATH
by Jamie Redman, writting for Bitcoin.com
In December 2020, the mining rig manufacturer Innosilicon released a new
Ethereum miner called the Innosilicon A10 Pro+, which processes Ethereumbased hashrate at around 750 megahash per second (MH/s). Regional reports
have noted Innosilicon is dropping a new ether mining rig this summer that
processes speeds of up to 2,000 MH/s. Additionally, during the course of the last
few months, the Ethereum network hashrate has continued to climb relentlessly.
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CENTRAL BANK OF BAHAMAS MAKES
PROGRESS WITH SAND DOLLAR CBDC

by Ogwu Osaemezu Emmanuel,

Last month, John Rolle, the Governor of the Central Bank of Bahamas, shared

writing for BTCManager
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an update on the rollout of the Bahamas’ central bank digital currency (CBDC),
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known as the sand dollar, which went live in October last year. The digital

hashrate has hit a new all-

currency’s motivations are to promote financial inclusion, modernize the

time high of 179.4. Experts

payment system, and make private wallet systems interoperable.

say the new milestone is
attributable to the fact that
even mining machines that
were previously deemed
obsolete are now
generating profits for their

AIRBALTIC TO BECOME WORLD’S FIRST
AIRLINE TO ISSUE NFTS

owners.

by Shaurya Malwa, writing for Crypto Slate

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

Latvian airline airBaltic announced that it will become the world’s first airline to
issue non-fungible tokens (NFTs), as per a blog post released by the firm. The
airline will issue limited collector NFTs showcasing an individual Airbus A220300 with its registration as well as a piece of art of one of the most beloved
Latvian cities to promote tourism and Latvia around the world.

